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Abstract

The lack of a written representation for American Sign
Language (ASL) makes it difficult to do something as com-
monplace as looking up an unknown word in a dictionary.
The majority of printed dictionaries organize ASL signs
(represented in drawings or pictures) based on their nearest
English translation; so unless one already knows the mean-
ing of a sign, dictionary look-up is not a simple proposition.
In this paper we introduce the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset,
a large and expanding public dataset containing video se-
quences of thousands of distinct ASL signs, as well as anno-
tations of those sequences, including start/end frames and
class label of every sign. This dataset is being created as
part of a project to develop a computer vision system that
allows users to look up the meaning of an ASL sign. At
the same time, the dataset can be useful for benchmarking
a variety of computer vision and machine learning meth-
ods designed for learning and/or indexing a large number
of visual classes, and especially approaches for analyzing
gestures and human communication.

1. Introduction

American Sign Language (ASL) is used by 500,000 to
two million people in the U.S. [10, 17]. Unfortunately,
many resources that are taken for granted by users of spo-
ken languages are not available to users of ASL, given its
visual nature and its lack of a standard written form. One
such resource is the ability to look up the meaning of an
unknown sign. When we encounter an English word that
we do not understand, we can look it up in a dictionary.
Unfortunately, when an ASL user encounters an unknown
sign, it is anything but straightforward to find the meaning
of that sign. Using a typical printed ASL/English dictio-
nary, one can easily find out what sign corresponds to an
English word, but this does not work in the other direction,

to enable discovery of the meaning of an unknown sign.
There are dictionaries that allow look-up based on articu-
latory properties of the signs. For example, theAmerican
Sign Language Handshape Dictionary[20] arranges signs
based on the initial handshape, from among 40 basic hand-
shapes. However, even with that dictionary, substantial ef-
fort is needed to find a specific sign from among the 1600
included.

This paper introduces the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a
new and expanding public dataset that contains high-quality
video sequences of thousands of distinct ASL signs. This
dataset is being created as part of a project to develop a
real-world vision-based system that allows users to look up
the meaning of an ASL sign. An important aspect of this
dataset is its comprehensiveness: we plan to include a set of
signs similar in scale and scope to the set of lexical entries
in existing English-to-ASL dictionaries [4, 19, 20, 21].

A number of approaches have been proposed for sign
language recognition (see [14] for a recent review). Many
approaches are not vision-based, but instead use magnetic
trackers and sensor gloves, e.g., [8, 11, 16, 22, 23, 25].
Such methods achieve good recognition results on contin-
uous Chinese Sign Language with vocabularies of about
5,000 signs [8, 23, 25]. On the other hand, vision-based
methods, e.g., [2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 18, 24] use smaller vocabu-
laries (20-300 signs) and often rely on color markers, e.g.,
[2, 6]. We hope that our dataset will help promote research
towards developing vision-based methods that operate on
markerless images and can handle a more comprehensive
vocabulary.

In the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, each sign is per-
formed by native ASL signers. The video sequences are
collected in our recording facility, using a four-camera sys-
tem that simultaneously captures two frontal views, one side
view, and one view zoomed in on the face of the signer. The
annotations include, for each sign in a video sequence, in-
formation such as class label, type of sign (one-handed or
two-handed), start/end frame for that sign, and signer ID.
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Figure 1. One of the frontal views (left), the side view (middle), and the face view (right), for a frame of a video sequencein the ASL
Lexicon Video Dataset. The frame is from a production of the sign MERRY-GO-ROUND.

We believe that the video and annotations in our dataset
will be a valuable resource for researchers in sign language
recognition, gesture recognition, and human activity analy-
sis. The video and annotations can be used to build models
and train classifiers for a comprehensive set of ASL signs.
The dataset can also be useful for benchmarking different
methods and for helping showcase new and better methods
for gesture and sign recognition that significantly improve
on the current state of the art.

At the same time, we believe that our dataset presents
challenges that are relevant to the broader areas of computer
vision, machine learning, and data mining. Open research
problems in these areas that are highlighted by our dataset
include discriminating among thousands of visual motion
classes, and achieving memory and runtime efficiency in the
presence of massive amounts of video data. We believe that
the dataset can serve both as motivation and as a challenging
benchmarking platform for researchers investigating such
problems.

In addition to describing the dataset, we also provide
some baseline experimental results, where a simple com-
puter vision technique, motion energy images [3], is ap-
plied for retrieving similar signs given a query video se-
quence. The experiments highlight the challenge of creat-
ing a vision-based sign lookup system, but they also pro-
vide some encouraging results, as for a small but significant
fraction of test sequences the correct sign class is ranked
relatively high among the set of all sign classes.

2. Scope of the Dataset

The number and type of signs included in our dataset is
similar in scale and scope to the set of lexical entries in ex-
isting English-to-ASL dictionaries [4, 19, 20, 21]. At this
point, we already have at least one video example per sign
from a native signer, for almost all of the 3,000 signs con-
tained in theGallaudet Dictionary of American Sign Lan-
guage[21]. Our goal is to collect, for each sign, examples
from four native users of ASL.

In regular ASL discourse, signers sometimes use finger-
spelling, i.e., they spell out English words (typically proper
nouns, technical terms, or borrowings) using the letters of
the manual alphabet. With the exception of some commonly
used signs composed of such letters, frequently referred to
as “loan signs,” fingerspelled items would not normally be
included in an ASL dictionary [4, 19, 20, 21], and they will
not be included in our lexicon dataset.

We also do not plan to include constructions that involve
what linguists refer to as “classifiers,” signs that convey in-
formation about the size or shape or other classification of
an entity. In “classifier constructions,” the classifier un-
dergoes iconic movement, to illustrate the path or manner
of motion, or the interaction of entities. For example, one
might sign CAR followed by a classifier for VEHICLE that
might then trace the path of the car, up hill, turning right,
etc. Such constructions do not involve a finite repertoire of
movements, and therefore are not appropriately stored in a
lexicon (although the individual classifier, e.g., VEHICLE,
could be looked up). The signs included in our dataset will
be restricted to the remaining (most prevalent) class of signs
in ASL, which we refer to as “lexical signs.”

3. Video Characteristics

The video sequences for this dataset are captured si-
multaneously from four different cameras, providing a side
view, two frontal views, and a view zoomed in on the face
of the signer. In both the side view and two frontal views
the upper body occupies a relatively large part of the visible
scene. In the face view, a frontal view of the face occupies
a large part of the image. All sequences are in color. Figure
1 shows one of the frontal views, the side view, and the face
view, for a frame of a video sequence in our dataset.

For the side view, first frontal view, and face view, video
is captured at 60 frames per second, non-interlaced, at a
resolution of 640x480 pixels per frame. For the second
frontal view, video is captured at 30 frames per second, non-
interlaced, at a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels per frame.



This high-resolution frontal view may facilitate the appli-
cation of existing hand pose estimation and hand tracking
systems on our dataset, by displaying the hand in signifi-
cantly more detail than in the 640x480 views.

The video sequences are stored in a format that employs
lossless compression. C++ code for reading these video
files is also available on the website. For each video se-
quence, a compressed QuickTime version is also available,
for viewers who want to quickly browse our dataset and
identify content of interest. Given the very large amount
of storage required for all this data, for the time being we
are not making the high-resolution frontal view available
on the web, although we can still provide it to interested
researchers by shipping hard drives with the data.

At this point, the video sequences collected employ a
neutral backdrop (e.g., Figure 1). A simple background can
facilitate tasks like semi-automated annotation of hand and
face locations, and training of models for sign classifica-
tion. In the future, we may include video sequences (to
be used for testing recognition algorithms) with more com-
plex backgrounds, containing clutter and moving objects, so
as to simulate realistic conditions under which a computer
vision-based sign lookup system would operate.

4. Annotations

One important piece of annotation is the class label for
every sign. Since there is no written form for ASL signs,
transcriptions frequently associate each ASL sign with
some approximate English translation, called a “gloss.”
Some conventions have developed for these associations
(although these differ to some degree), since in fact there
is no one-to-one correspondence between ASL and English
words, any more than would be the case for English and
French, or English and Greek. In our annotations, the class
label is a gloss of the sign. Since glosses are used as class
labels, two signs are assigned the same gloss if and only if
they correspond to the same ASL lexical item.

Each video sequence contains multiple signs. The anno-
tation for a video sequence contains, for each sign in that
sequence, the start and end frames for that sign, the gloss
of the sign, whether the sign is one-handed or two-handed,
and a signer ID. Signer IDs will allow researchers to set up
experiments for user-dependent and user-independent sign
recognition.

In the near term we plan to include annotations of the
locations of the two hands and the face at each frame. This
type of annotation has only been performed for relatively
few video sequences at this point; we are in the process of
annotating the remaining sequences that we have collected.
For each hand and the face, we mark the approximate loca-
tion as a bounding square.

5. Collecting Experimental Results

We plan to include on the dataset website a table of re-
sults achieved on this dataset by different methods. Re-
searchers experimenting on the dataset are encouraged to
contact us to have their results included. In order to allow
direct comparisons between methods, we will encourage re-
searchers to specify:

• The set of sequences used for training and testing.

• The set of views (out of the three camera views avail-
able) used for training and testing.

• Whether recognition experiments were performed in a
user-dependent or user-independent manner.

In light of the large scale of the dataset, several statistics
are relevant for evaluating performance:

• Rank 1 accuracy: This performance statistic is a sin-
gle number: the fraction of test sequences that were
correctly classified, i.e., for which the correct class was
ranked as the most likely class by the system. How-
ever, given the large number of classes, we do not ex-
pect rank 1 accuracy to be as important a measure as in
other benchmark datasets, which contain no more than
a few tens of classes.

• Ranking statistics: This performance statistic con-
sists of a number per test sequence: the rank of the
correct sign class, among all sign classes.

• Runtime: Runtime can be measured in seconds or in
CPU cycles. Naturally, to make comparisons fair, in-
formation about the platform and implementation lan-
guage should also be provided.

• Memory requirements: The video sequences cur-
rently available are already too large (total size of hun-
dreds of gigabytes) to be all loaded in memory simul-
taneously, at least for typical current computer sys-
tems. Utilizing feature and model representations that
achieve memory efficiency is a key aspect of designing
methods that are applicable in real-world settings.

Naturally, the dataset can also be used for evaluating al-
gorithms that do not focus on sign recognition and retrieval
per se, but focus instead on other video analysis tasks, such
as hand detection and tracking, human body tracking, facial
expression analysis, etc. We also are interested in including
such results on our website.

6. Availability

Video sequences containing a total of about 3,800 signs
(corresponding to about 3,000 unique class labels) have



been collected so far. Compressed versions of those se-
quences, and annotations for at least 1,200 of those signs,
are publicly available from the project websites:

• http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/lexicon/

• http://crystal.uta.edu/˜athitsos/asl_lexicon

The website contents are updated frequently, with hundreds
of new sequences and annotations added on a monthly basis.

We plan on making uncompressed sequences available
online in the near term. However, downloading the entire
set of uncompressed sequences may not be a realistic op-
tion, due to the sheer volume of data (hundreds of giga-
bytes). We can also provide the uncompressed sequences to
interested researchers by shipping hard drives with the data.

In addition to the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a
large quantity of ASL video and annotations that we
collected for previous projects is available on the web,
at http://ling.bu.edu/asllrpdata/queryPages/ . This
video dataset includes 15 short narratives (2-6 minutes in
length) plus hundreds of elicited utterances, for a total of
about 2,000 utterances with over 1700 distinct signs (up to
200 tokens for some signs), and a total of over 11,000 sign
tokens altogether.

7. Experiments

While our dataset can be used for testing a wide variety
of computer vision, machine learning, and database index-
ing algorithms, our primary goal is to use this dataset as
part of a computer vision system that allows users to look
up the meaning of a sign automatically. In such a system,
the user performs the sign in front of a camera (or, possibly,
in a multi-camera set up), and the computer retrieves and
displays the most similar signs in the lexicon dataset. Nat-
urally, achieving good accuracy and efficient performance
will be challenging tasks, as existing vision-based gesture
recognition methods are typically designed for far smaller
gesture vocabularies.

7.1. Baseline Method: Motion Energy Images

To kickstart the sign lookup project, and to put an ini-
tial entry in our table of experimental results, we have im-
plemented a very simple method for sign retrieval, which
is a variation of motion energy images [3]. Each test and
training video sequence consists of a segmented sign. For
each such sequenceV , we compute a summary motion en-
ergy imageM(V ) as follows: We denote byVm(i, j) the
pixel value of video frameVm at pixel location(i, j) (where
m ∈ {1, . . . , |V |}), and by|V | the number of frames in a
video sequenceV . We define the motion energyDV,m at

framem of V as:

DV,m(i, j) = min({|Vm+1(i, j) − Vm(i, j)|,

|Vm(i, j) − Vm−1(i, j)|} (1)

The motion energy imageMV for sequenceV is defined as:

MV (i, j) =

|V |−1∑

m=2

DV,m(i, j) . (2)

Each motion energy image is normalized for translation,
based on the center of the face in the first frame where
a face is detected in that sequence. If no face is de-
tected, no translation normalization is performed. Face
locations are obtained using a face detector developed by
Rowley, et al. [15]. Also, each motion energy image
is blurred, by applying 10 times successively the filter
[.25, .5, .25]t[.25, .5, .25], whereAt denotes the transpose
of matrixA.

Given a test video sequenceQ and a training video se-
quenceV , the similarity betweenQ andV is simply the
normalized correlation betweenMQ and MV . Only the
640x480 frontal view is used for each sequence. The simi-
larity betweenQ and a sign classC is defined as the highest
normalized correlation betweenMQ and anyMV such that
V is a training sequence belonging to classC. This way, we
assign a similarity betweenQ and each sign class, and we
can obtain a ranking of all sign classes in decreasing order
of similarity to Q. The best result is for the correct class
to have rank 1. More generally, the higher (closer to 1) the
rank of the correct class is forQ, the better the recognition
result is considered to be forQ.

7.2. Results

We have applied this simple motion energy method, us-
ing a test set of 206 video sequences belonging to 108 dis-
tinct glosses (used as class labels) and a training set of 999
video sequences belonging to 992 distinct glosses. In other
words, for almost all sign classes we had only one training
example. Obviously, the worst possible ranking result for
the correct class of any test sign is 992. The test sequences
were signed by two signers, and the training sequences were
signed by another signer, who did not sign in any of the test
sequences. Thus, the experiments are user-independent.

Figure 2 and Table 1 show the results. As can be seen,
motion energy images do not perform very well over the
entire test set, even when using the one-handed vs. two-
handed information. This performance is expected, as it is
obtained using a simple baseline method. We believe that
researchers developing gesture recognition methods will
find it easy to improve upon these baseline results.

For about 20% of our test sequences the correct sign
class is ranked in the top2.2% of all classes, even without
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Figure 2. Ranking statistics using motion energy images, includ-
ing one-handed vs. two-handed information (MEI+1/2-handed)
and excluding one-handed vs. two-handed information (MEI). For
every percentileR on thex axis, we show on they axis the per-
centage of test signs for which the correct class was ranked in the
top R percentile. For example, using only MEI, for50% of the
test examples, the correct class was ranked in the top9.5% among
all classes.

percentage percentile of rank of correct class
of test signs only MEI MEI + 1/2-handed

10 0.8 0.7
20 2.2 1.8
30 3.7 2.8
40 5.7 4.7
50 9.5 6.2
60 17.1 10.2
70 23.5 14.4
80 31.4 20.0
90 43.0 30.1
100 98.1 64.8

Table 1. Some cumulative ranking statistics obtained usingmotion
energy images (MEI), and motion energy images plus one-handed
vs. two-handed information (MEI + 1/2-handed). For every row,
if P is the percentage indicated on the left column, then the mid-
dle and the right column indicate (for the respective methods) the
percentileR so that forP percent of test signs (out of 206 test
signs) the correct class ranked in the topR percentile among all
992 classes. For example, using only MEI, for20% of the test
examples, the correct class was ranked in the top2.2% among all
classes.

using the one-handed vs. two-handed information. For a
lexicon size of about 3,000, such as in the Gallaudet dictio-
nary [21],2.2% of all signs would include 66 of the 3,000
signs. On the other hand, for50% of the test signs, the

correct class was ranked lower than the top9.5% percentile
(using only MEI information). A significantly higher accu-
racy is needed to make a purely vision-based sign lookup
system ready for real-world deployment.

In addition to results that only use motion energy images,
we also include results where, for each test sign, the system
knows whether the sign is one-handed or two-handed, and
uses that information as well. Specifying whether the sign
of interest is one-handed or two-handed is a piece of infor-
mation that can easily be provided by the user. Recognition
performance improves when this extra information is pro-
vided to the system. At the same time, we should point out
that, in actual signing, it is not uncommon for two-handed
signs to be produced with a single hand, and it is also pos-
sible (although less likely) to find a one-handed sign pro-
duced with two hands. Consequently, specifying whether
the query sign is one-handed or two-handed may not be as
useful in practice as indicated in our experiments.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate respectively test sequences that
produce really good and really bad ranking results. Match-
ing motion energy images is correlation-based, and thus
very sensitive to the spatial alignment of the two videos.
Even if faces are successfully detected and used for trans-
lation normalization, the variations in which the same sign
can be performed by different signers can cause spatial mis-
alignments. Furthermore, scale differences can be an is-
sue, and we have not used any type of scale normalization
in these experiments. Perhaps similarity measures that are
more robust to spatial misalignments, such as the chamfer
distance [1], can yield improved accuracy in this context.

The average processing time per query sequence was
about four seconds when information about one-handed vs.
two-handed signs was used by the system, and six seconds
when one- vs. two-handed information was not used. This
includes the time needed to compute the motion energy im-
age of the test sequence, detect the face in at least one frame,
and compute normalized correlations with the motion en-
ergy images of all training examples. The training motion
energy images were precomputed and stored in main mem-
ory offline, taking up about 300MB of RAM (640x480x999
bytes). We note that this processing time is acceptable for
our application scenario where a user wants to look up the
meaning of a sign. Experiments were performed on a PC
with a 2.40GHz Intel Core2 Quad CPU, using only one of
the four cores. Our system was implemented in C++.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

We have introduced a new large-scale dataset, the ASL
Lexicon Video Dataset, containing video sequences of thou-
sands of distinct sign classes of American Sign Language.
This dataset is publicly available, and expanding rapidly.
We believe that this dataset will be an important resource
for researchers in sign language recognition and human ac-



Figure 3. Examples of signs for which the correct class was ranked first (which is the best possible result) even without using one-handed
vs. two-handed information. For each sign, we show, from left to right, the first frame, a middle frame, the last frame, andthe blurred
motion energy image. Top: an example of the sign DIRTY. Bottom: an example of the sign EMBARRASSED.

Figure 4. Examples of signs for which the correct class was ranked very low, even using using one-handed vs. two-handed information.
For each sign, we show, from left to right, the first frame, a middle frame, the last frame, and the blurred motion energy image. Top: an
example of the sign COME-ON, where no face was detected and the rank of the correct class was 299. Bottom: an example of the sign
DISAPPEAR, where the rank of the correct class was 643.

tivity analysis, by providing a large amount of data that can
be used for training and testing, and by providing a public
benchmark dataset on which different methods can be eval-
uated. At the same time, some of the challenges posed by
this dataset are relevant more broadly to researchers in the
computer vision, machine learning, and data mining com-
munities. Such challenges include the difficulty of discrim-
inating among thousands of sign classes, and the need for
efficiency in training and classification algorithms involv-
ing massive amounts of video data.

Currently the annotations for each video sequence in-
clude, for each sign in that sequence, the start and end

frames, gloss, signer ID, and whether the sign is one-
handed or two-handed. In the longer term, we plan to
expand the annotations to include additional phonologi-
cal and morphological information, e.g., handshape, type
of hand motion, and position of the hand with respect to
the body. Enhancements currently under development for
SignStreamR©[12, 13] (an application designed for linguis-
tic analysis of visual language data; SignStream is currently
being reimplemented in Java with many new features) will
facilitate more detailed annotations.

We are creating this dataset as part of a project to build a
computer vision-based system that allows users to look up



the meaning of an ASL sign. We believe that an easy-to-use
sign lookup tool will be a useful resource for both users and
learners of ASL. Our preliminary experiments, with a sim-
ple method based on motion energy images, indicate both
the promise and the challenges of the sign lookup project.
We are actively working on developing better methods for
sign matching. At the same time, we hope that the avail-
ability of the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset will encourage
and help other researchers to study the problems of sign lan-
guage recognition, gesture recognition, and human activity
analysis, so as to significantly improve the current state of
the art.
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